We produce models of early WN, WC, and WO stars as a function of metallicity Z using an analytic CAK-type approach. At log Z/Z ⊙ ≥ −2 both WN and WC stars have the approximate dependenceṀ ∝ Z 0.5 . For a WN wind the mass-loss rate drops rapidly below log Z/Z ⊙ = −2, and no wind solution can be found for log Z/Z ⊙ < −3. For WC and WO winds the mass-loss rate plummets in the range −3 ≤ log Z/Z ⊙ ≤ −2 and tends to flatten due to the self-enrichment of C and O to around 10 −8 M ⊙ yr −1 for log Z/Z ⊙ ≤ −4. No significant difference inṀ was found for WC versus WO stars at low metallicity.
Introduction
Near solar metallicity the mass-loss rates of Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars can be strongly dependent on Z, but the self-enrichment of CNO elements creates an effective Z floor that can allow largeṀ even in a low-Z environment. Using the modified CAK approach described in Onifer & Gayley (2006) , we calculatė M as a function of Z for early-type WR winds from WN, WC, and WO stars. To ensure a complete line list at the high critical-point temperatures of these winds, we use data from the Kurucz list (Kurucz 1979) , the Opacity Project (Seaton 2005) , and the opacity group at Los Alamos (Mazevet & Abdallah 2006) . The results are compared to theṀ -Z dependences for late-type stars by Vink & de Koter (2005, hereafter VdK05) .
Models
At the wind critical point we set the wind speed v c = 500 km s −1 , the temperature T c = 1.3 × 10 5 K, and the electron density n e = 10 13 cm −3 . The luminosity is set such that the Eddington parameter Γ = 0.5. The WN model mass M = 19 M ⊙ and the terminal speed v ∞ = 1700 km s −1 , corresponding to the WN4 star WR6 (Hamann et al. 2006) . For the WC model M = 14.5M ⊙ and v ∞ = 2500 km s −1 , corresponding to the WC4 star HD 32125 (Crowther et al. 2002) . The important abundances are shown by mass in Table 1 . For the WN model X N was kept fixed, and for the WC and WO models X CNO and X Ne were fixed at all Z. The WO model uses the ratios C/He and O/He from the Sand 1 model in Kingsburgh et al. (1995) and is otherwise the same as the WC model. We account for the effects of ionization stratification (Lucy & Abbott 1993) by using a radiation thermalization length L th that spans the temperature range 6.0 × 10 4 K ≤ T ≤ 1.3 × 10 5 K and comparingṀ to the case where L th = 0.
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